
INDIAN VS CHINESE VIEWS ON NATURE

The Traditional Indian and Chinese Views on Nature Its interesting how two Asian countries China and India have
different cultures and traditions, and a few .

However, Chinese started focusing more on the growth of the country than the nature and Indians started to
diverge from worshiping natural elements in later times. The structural construct of environment and its
healthy maintenance greatly relies on the human activities that are influenced by the native religious traditions.
India which is a multi-cultural society has more than ethnic groups and almost every major religion of the
world has its followers in India with the major religions being Hindus, MuslimsSikhs, Christians, Buddhists
and Janis. These concepts of ahimsa brought moral awareness in case of killing the wildlife, non
â€”possession also established a moral discipline of not exploiting the nature and the Buddhist philosophical
views taught to love the nature. Five elements are such as wood, fire, soil, metal and water. Hinduism is a
categorization of distinct intellectual or philosophical points of view, rather than a rigid, common set of
beliefs. The development of Indian environmental history starts from the Indus Valley civilization and its
practices. Related posts:. If man does not respect nature than nature would not respect man. They also held
that the Vedas were "eternal, authorless, [and] infallible" and that Vedic injunctions and mantras in rituals are
prescriptive actions of primary importance. The years dynastic rule in China came to end in the early 20th
century when a parliament was constituted. Important Indian philosophical concepts include dharma , karma ,
samsara , moksha and ahimsa. Indian philosophers developed a system of epistemological reasoning pramana
and logic and investigated topics such as Ontology metaphysics , Brahman - Atman , Sunyata - Anatta ,
reliable means of knowledge epistemology , Pramanas , value system axiology and other topics. Mahatma
Gandhi, a political leader and the father of India in , highlighted the practice of ahimsa non violence and used
it during his political career. Natural law was to be a supplement of the laws given. Each of these elements
corresponds to one another with the seasons, water means winter, metal means autumn, soil means early
summer, and fire means summer and wood means spring. India is still a developing country struggling with
the basic infrastructure and problems while China is a highly industrialized nation. Jain philosophy attempts to
explain the rationale of being and existence, the nature of the Universe and its constituents, the nature of
bondage and the means to achieve liberation. It also shares borders with Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh and
Myanmar. This second workshop in January was attended by about twenty distinguished professors and
post-doc researchers in IR and political theory. Following the prehistoric times the region was ruled by various
dynasties and towards the 18th and the 19th centuries a systematic method of rule was developed wherein the
vast empire could be effectively controlled through a bureaucratic system by the emperor. Further, it risks
being considered as cultural explanations rather than serious theories. Tian means sky has a dual meaning such
as nature and supernatural force. However, it has changed as the country has become industrialized. The other
distinct characteristic of Indian Cuisine is the practice of vegetarianism by a large part of the population. They
were scared of building industrial development in order to keep the balance between human and nature. The
sramana tradition or proto- yogic tradition which was descended from the Indus civilization focused on
withdrawing from the society and living with nature. India which is still fast developing is largely using its
resources dealing with the issues of power, infrastructure, health care, poverty, etc. The Chinese civilization
on the other hand dates back to the Neolithic era. On the flip side, the Indian traditional system emerged from
different cultural, social, ethical, religious and philosophical systems that have been developed overtime in the
history. There is a growing need to rethink and broaden the philosophical and historical foundations of
International Relations IR in the light of their rise. Buddhism mostly disappeared from India after the Muslim
conquest in the Indian subcontinent , surviving in the Himalayan regions and south India. The longest borders
shared by it are with Pakistan in the west and China in the north and north east. In the early days, Chinese and
Indian people loved the nature, and had a connection to the nature. The simultaneous rise of China and India,
two of the greatest classical civilizations, is redefining the landscape of contemporary international relations
and world order. The country is divided into different groups of people. They worshipped the inanimate
factors such rocks, water, sun, mountains and the cosmic energies as god.


